ABOUT US
Mining One is an exciting team of
highly experienced and
professional mining, geotechnical
geological and hydrogeological

Underground – Geotechnical Auditing,
Training & Design Compliance
Our well respected team has extensive industry knowledge and experience in a diverse range of disciplines.
Our audit and design work covers data collection, short term secondment through to peer reviews and
investigations for lawyers and insurance companies.
Our training, auditing and compliance work enables mine operators/staff to provide a safer work
environment for themselves and their team. Our training can improve productivity, and increase profitability.
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With this information crews begin to understand
installation plans and to understand why QA/QC

services please visit at:
www.miningone.com.au
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Suitable for all levels including new starters,
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Our experience is that once a mine has completed
this training, they insist all underground employees
complete the training.
Examples (short list):
Angas Zinc,

Henty,



Cannington,

Renison,



Perilya,

Ballarat Goldfields,



Stawell,

Elura,



Osborne,

CSA,



Darlot,

Telfer,



Lawlers,

Vatakola (Fiji),



Peak,

Sunshine Mine (China).

All mines have a GCMP, but few realise that by
ramifications,



We independently check that your mine meets
the standard in the GCMP,



We recommend changes that can often result
in improving the efficiency at your mine,



Provide a simple report as evidence of your
compliance.
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All mines need a design to show the ground
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We check designs and sign off that they are to
industry standard.
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